Using dual-polarization interferometry to study surface-initiated DNA hybridization chain reactions in real time.
In this study we used dual-polarization interferometry to investigate DNA hybridization chain reactions (HCRs) at solid-liquid interfaces. We monitored the effects of variations in mass, thickness, and density of the immobilized initiator on the subsequent HCRs at various salt concentrations. At low salt concentrations, the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) initiator was attached uniformly to the chip surface. At high salt concentrations, it lay on the surface at the onset of the immobilization process, but the approaching ssDNA forced the pre-immobilized ssDNA strands to extend into solution as a result of increased electrostatic repulsion between the pre-adsorbed and approaching ssDNA chains. Injection of a mixture of H1 and H2 increased the mass and thickness of the films initially, but thereafter the thickness decreased. These changes indicate that the long double-stranded DNA that formed lay on the surface, rather than extended into the solution, thereby suppressing the subsequent initiation activity of the released single-strand parts of H1 and H2. Increasing the salt concentration increased the HCR efficiency and reaction rate. The HCR efficiency of the initiator ssDNA immobilized on its 5' end was higher than that immobilized on its 3' end, suggesting that the released single-strand parts of H1 and H2 close to the chip surface decreased the initiation activity relative to those of the ones extending into solution.